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48 Hr Energy

{Palpatine Voice} Unlimited Power!
Carefully, it could easily break.
I put red bull into my coffee. The Energizer Bunny has

nothing on me.

Algiz

{Overdramatic} I am Bulletproof!
Übercharge Ready.
Ideas, Mr. Creedy, are bulletproof.

Amnesia

I wanted to say something, but I forgot.
This pill reminds me of something.
{Robotic voice} Hippocampal Leisure in progress.
Ignorance is Bliss.
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Apathy is the greatest shield against all suffering.

Ansuz

The Gods give me knowledge.
Death to the Ice giants.
Thank god. Now I can get out of this godforsaken womb.

Bad Gas

Not this again.
Gas bomb incoming.
Heinz, the showers are leaking.

Bad Trip

Never again. With what happened in Las Vegas, I’m afraid I
loathe myself.

Five isn’t meant to be green, is it? This music is way
too bright.
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One way ticket to despair.

Balls of Steel

I’ve told you to buy more bubblegum.
There is no hair on my balls. Wanna know why?
Protect the children.

Berkano

Kamikaze friends.
Temporarily not alone.
I had a friend once. He died.

Bombs Are Key

So the last shall be first, and the first last
Keys are the bomb.
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Tune down the Micheal Bay.

Card Against Humanity

Big Black Roosters.
{Not believing} A crab adjusts humidity?
I’m suddenly feeling really Xyzzy.

Chaos Card

Chaos control!
Believe in the Heart of the Cards.
White eyes blue dragon!
You’ve activated my trap card.
You’ve killed my father, prepare to die.

Credit Card

Money is Power.
Suga’ Daddy, I’ll do anything for you.
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You’ve got to give it credit.

Dagaz

Discount black candle.
If I ever got this when I need it.
Is it the chest, with Curse of the blind? No. Dammit.

Death

Works for me.
Speed up, for the next room.
Hopefully it’s not knights.

Ehwaz

{German} Eh? Was?
I don’t even pick up ‘We need to go Deeper’.
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It’s either a Crawl space, or a disappointment.

Explosive Diarrhea

{Painful screaming} 0
I should not have eating that that kilo burrito.
Now you know when it hits you. Where are you?

Full Health

A full mind in a full body.
Give me that Temperance.
I still had one HP.

Hagalaz

{Outraged}What? It’s not Jera!
If disappointment had a face.
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Well, at least it’s not broken.

Health Down

{Sarcasm} Exactly what I needed right now.
{Increasingly frightened} No, no, no, NO!
Worse Trip.

Health Up

What do I look like? Maggy?
Mmmm. Devil deal fodder.
{Godfather impression} You come to me, empty hearted, and

demand gratitude?

Hematemesis

Mom always said, swallow your pride, not your blood.
{Vomit noises}
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At least it’s not lupus.

I Found Pills

Some man with this rad van gave them to me.
They are a bit bloody, but you know what they say: \Never

look a gifted Horse in its mouth."
{Needy, drugged voice} My precious pills.

Jera

It’s this kind of run again.
Better save it for later.
I’ll take it, but this rune looks a little bit broken.

Joker

A Neutron goes into a bar. The bartender says: \For you,
no charge."

What’s the similarity between ice cream and a molotov? Both
can really brighten up your day.
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{At the verge of crying} My life is a joke.

Judgement

{Imposing tone} I am The Law!
Just another bum, on the road to success.
God will judge you there, where I will send you.

Justice

{Unusually composed} A side dish of spaghetti.
And with your powers combined, I’m Captain Pickup.
This is no basement for old men.

Lemon Party

A party? Sign me up!
It’s not that I have a drinking problem. It’s the keeping

it inside, that’s problematic.
Wet? Check. Yellow? Check. Fluorescent?{Confused} What?!
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It hurts when I pee. {Gleefully} It hurts them!

Luck Down

No! I needed that.
You just stole golden chests, and minutes off of my life.
Without this proccing, how will I get my DPS to top? Min-Maxing

Fails.

Luck Up

Quality of Life improvements.
Thank god I don’t have to use my own luck.
A pill befitting the RNGesus. May chance be ever in your

favour.

Paralysis

Hey, slow down buddy. What’s the hurry?
You dream of freedom, yet your body is your greatest prison.
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A man moves, a slave stays still.

Perthro

The same is boring.
The times they’re a’changing.
They told me I could be anything, so I changed.

Pheromones

Androstenol. The hard stuff, I see.
Androstenone? Brings me them bitches.
All people swoon, as soon as I tell them I’m a memer.

Pretty Fly

With this Offspring, no one will hurt my Feelings.
For some reason, I feel like staring at the sun.
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Have you ever smelled so bad, flies floated over you?

Puberty

{Deep voice} You’re making this young girl’s dreams come true.
{Squeaky, nerdy voice/Commenter parody voice} Using the CCLauncher

is totally cheating. You should just stop.
Sex, Drugs and Violence. Youth sure is a time.

R U A WIZ

It’s \Lizardium ThiswillSAHk".
Gee, Wiz. This sure is some doodle honkey.
I can see everything!

Range Down

In the end, this isn’t even half bad.
{Dramatically} Damn you, damn you all to hell, for this minor

inconvenience!
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This isn’t helping me become a ranger.

Range Up

{Apathetically} I guess.
Jolly gosh darn it. If it isn’t you, again.
I’ve got you in my sights.

Rules Card

You know that feeling? The one, where you know no one will
ever read the rules.

Where we are headed, there is no need for rules.
{Unleash your inner nerd} Um, actually...

See 4Ever

I have seen eternity, and it is blue.
And he gazed through their eyes, and saw what they saw.

And he wept, for all that was secret to him was so no more.
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{Teenager posh voice} Oh my gosh, I can see for evar.

Speed Down

When you go the speed of light, all you see around you is darkness.
(Will add cracking sound ) {In pain} Ah! My leg! Aaaaah!
{Wheezing with endured pain, but trying to keep spirits high}

It’s not... huff... as if you... huff... need both kneecaps...
huff, ... right?

Speed Up

The fastest man alive. {Sad} That’s what she said.
{I don’t have anything particular in mind, but perhaps you

can think of something that can be described as a meme voice.
Perhaps a filthy frank voice} Gotta go fas!

{Drawn out, with a merrily shaky voice, increasing in intensity
by the end} I fucking love cocaine.

We’re moving at an adequate pace, guys.

Strength

{Heavy grunt}
{Deep} Smash!
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{Deep} Hyaa!

Suicide King

{Heralding} The King is dead, long live the new King.
{Singing, you can extend if you want to} That the dreams

in which I’m dying are the best I’ve ever had.
Now I am become dead, destroyer of myself.

Tears Down

The waiting game is on.
Nothing infuriates one more than the inability to act upon

one’s own desires.
This makes me sad, and yet my treat ducts dry out.

Tears Up

Heck yeah I’ll take it!
So happy, I’m crying.
Through our sadness, we grow. Through our sadness, our
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enemies fall.

Telepills

{Surprised} Wait, what?
{Mildly annoyed} Stop your shit, Scotty.
I have no recollection of entering this place.

Temperance

{Seductive} Hurt me good, baby. Spank me harder.
What is a machine, if not a sucky little pile of cogs?
The Waters of Life are priced high, hereabouts.

The Chariot

Nothing can stop the Pain-Train!
Ah, if only Taurus could be this short and sweet.
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This should knock them down from their high horse.

The Devil

Satan may be the devil, but this... This is The Devil.
I am part of that power which eternally wills evil and eternally

works good.
You might feel a slight sting. That’s your soul fucking

with you. Fuck your soul. Your soul only hurts, it never
helps.

The Emperor

{Elvis Impression} Hail to the King, baby.
Skip.
The old womb-skippery-digderry-daroo.
{Cocky} We’ll see who’s the boss now?

The Empress

Undead is the new Black.
This makes me so horny.
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Babylon just got a new queen.

The Fool

With such extreme originality, maybe... I am the fool.
Endless expanses of potential. There’s no way to go, other

than forward.
Boss Rush will be a breeze.

The Hanged Man

Well, at least that pain in the neck is gone.
There’s no mistakes, only happy little accidents.
Brooks was here.

The Hermit

This one is a Keeper.
{Anxious} Don’t be greed. Don’t be greed. Don’t be greed.
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Money brings happiness.

The Hierophant

{Chanting} Wololo.
We are but maggots, writhing in the filth of our own corruption!
It takes a heart of gold, to have balls of steel.

The High Priestess

I’m not really one for those foot fetishes.
One of these days these feet are gonna walk all over you.
{Angrily} Who cut my mommy’s legs of? I am the only one

allowed to hurt her.

The Lovers

Heart is love, heart is life.
I’ve heard of falling in love, not love falling to the ground.
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Eating the heart of your first kill brings good luck.

The Magician

Never again will I miss my friends.
You see, the sawing apart is not the problem. It’s the

explaining to the family that’s the hard part.
I like to call this one, the disappearing pencil.

The Moon

Have you ever danced with Satan in the basement’s moonlight?
{Whispering} Shh. It’s a secret.
I have once shown someone my moon. They don’t invite me

anymore.
That is no moon!

The Stars

And my enemies will see stars.
Fought over, long long ago.
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{Yoda} What you desire, find, you may.

The Sun

Full health! Ansuz! Death! And with your powers combined,
I am the Sun.

Praise it.
The way I see it, our fates appear to be intertwined.

The Tower

The floor is now lava.
The flaming bush did the Cain murders.
{Thick American Accent} Torrina, no hablo español.

The World

Ze Wordo.
If the world wasn’t shaped like a donut, why would it be

so delicious?
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At last, I can see.

Two Of Clubs

Both uptight and exclusive.
BOOM BOOM {Maniacal laughter}
Me and my baby seal are going clubbing tonight.

Two Of Diamonds

Two girl’s best friends.
I’m in for the money.
It shines doubly bright.

Two Of Hearts

This could have been a Joker card.
It takes two to tango.
I have no life. Two times zero is still zero.
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The Doctor? Doctor of what?

Two Of Spades

This doesn’t seem like the card I need, to share greed.
The key to success lies in success with keys.
But actually, what do spades have to do with keys?

Wheel Of Fortune

One thing I’ve learned after 6 years - you never know what
is gonna come out of that machine.

I’d pay that for a dollar.
The wheel is turning, the luck is churning.

Addicted

Pills!
Do you {sniff} have any of them {sniff} memes.
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{Continuous screaming}

Dice Shard

Restart!
I bet I can get something better.
Ew, it’s broken!

Emergency

It’s really handy.
You feel hands crawling up your back.
Hello, this is Luke’s pizza. The best luke-warm pizza in

town. What’s your order?

Infested!

The spiders are the shit.
{Anxious} What did I eat?
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Rise my friends. You were the food, now feed on flesh!

Infested?

You have an army? I have a hulk of spiders.
Red vs. Blue.
The more of you there are, the more powerful I get.

Jail Card

Dad left his key lying around.
Violence is not the answer. It’s a question. The answer

is ‘Yes’.
Should have kept it for the hosts.

Larger

Everything is shrinking.
{Hulk} Puny Boss.
{Failed sly voice} Everything got larger, if you know what
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I mean.

Percs

There’s much to gain, of no pain.
{Megalomania} I am invincibl...er!
Being hurt can have its percs.

Power Pill

I feed on my enemies. Their blood gives me strength.
Wacka, wacka, wacka.
I ain’t afraid of no ghost.

Double-Activate Card

Free of charge.
The fabric of reality is frail, around this artefact of

power.
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{Tired and annoyed} Can’t I just get a battery?

Relax

They call me The Brown Snake. When they call me at all. Not
many people like me.

This calm feeling, of having nothing in your bowels.
Where will you be, when this happens?

Retro

It’s not as if I needed those eyes anyway.
Be there and be square.
This isn’t vision 2.0. This is vision squared.

Small

Size does not matter.
Eat me.
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Can’t hit what you can’t see.

‘???’-Pill

{Distant screaming}
{Singing Link} Who? What? When? Where, and why?
{Ominous mumbling}

Holy Card

God may protect us!
By the Power of Heaven, I have the Power! {Will have to

add echoing effect on last part.}
Lost souls, found again.

Black Rune

Consume everything!
{Dalek voice} EX-TER-MI-NATE!
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You look into the abyss, the abyss looks back. Roll initiative.

X-Lax

Cleansing the body is cleansing the mind.
Where we’re going, we don’t need potty time.
Two girls, one relaxation.

Sunshine

I’m over it, somewhere.
Don’t it feel good?
The future is coming on.

Friends till the End

Hello, Darkness.
A friend in need, is a dead friend, eventually.
Flyroy Spiderkins! {Exceedingly bad combination of/pun on
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Fly, Spider and Leroy Jenkins.}

Gulp!

You are what you eat.
{Panicked} I should not have swallowed that!
This isn’t even my final form!

Horf!

Bob’s apprentice.
One bad pill spoils the whole rotation.
That came out of me!?

Drowsy

{Yawning} Waaait on me.
{Slowly} Rock-a-bye baby, on the tree top...
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{No, it’s Patrick.} Thanks, I know. He’s got nerves of steel.

Excited!!

Isaac’s the name, Speed is the... Wait what?
Prepare for ludicrous speed!
Moving around at the speed of sound.

Wrong

That’s where you’re wrong, kiddo. I mean, really, you shouldn’t
be excreting black slime.

I have a bad feeling about this.
Zalgo. He comes.

Vurp!

I can produce infinite food.
{Those noises.} Hhhhh, Hhhhh, Hhhhh... Pill.
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We’re travelling at Vurp speed.

Ace of Spades

{To the tune} I don’t share your greed, the only card I need
is, {will add the vanilla card sound}.

Some people have taken to call me \Dandy man".
Open Sesame.

Ace of Hearts

I’ll never gonna give you up.
Bathing in Pig Blood. Reminds me of prom.
{Seductively} They call me Redneck, because I have the best

pick-ups.

Ace of Clubs

Kick it, drop those bombs like an ugly baby.
Everything is a bomb, when you’re paranoid.
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It’s clubbering time!

Ace of Diamonds

But when he beheld his food grow rigid and his drink harden
into golden ice, then he understood that this gift was a bane.

Curse of McDuck.
Bumbo is a man’s best friend.
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